There are 103 pictures in this series, divided into 3 groups. Captions are written in logical order of viewing.

EBEYE GROUP (16 pictures covering a visit to Ebeye, near Kwajalain naval station, where some former residents of Rongelap had been living.)

4338 Ebeye residents awaiting final inoculations for their trip to Rongelap.

4392 Ebeye child receives final inoculation.

4382 Elderly Ebeye woman receiving final inoculation.

4366 Ebeye woman packing for trip to Rongelap.

4372 Ebeye woman washing clothes.

4355 Ebeye father and son.

4340 Elderly woman in Ebeye dwelling.

4319 Ebeye dwellings.

4379 Ebeye magistrate and local children.

4386 Ebeye children on beach beside deserted tank (or tractor)

4337 Richard Umhoefer, Ebeye representative for the Marshall Islands District Administrator, while giving final briefing to Ebeye residents scheduled for repatriation to Rongelap.

4390 "Martin", an Ebeye resident, translated Umhoefer's instructions.

4330 Ebeye Marshallisa leaders being briefed by Umhoefer.

4320 Ebeye women sitting in on Umhoefer's briefing.

4368 Curious children crowd doorway during Umhoefer's briefing.

4400 Small girls at play on Ebeye.

EJIT GROUP (23 pictures covering the days just preceding departure of Ejit residents for Rongelap. They include loading of LCVPs for transport to Uliga).

4303 Approaching Ejit from lagoon side.

4359 Jack A. Tobin, Marshall Islands district anthropologist, starts ashore at Ejit to supervise final preparations for departure.

4344 Partial view of Ejit relocation camp.

4332 Last minute packing at Ejit.

4360 Last of Ejit fishing boat being lashed down after being unshipped.

4329 Crating chickens at Ejit.

4351 Fishing boat at Ejit, in special cradle for carrying on board LST.
Ejit children.

Ejit children.

Ejit residents disinter dead for reburial on Rongelap later.

Disinterring dead on Ejit.

Woman and child in native-built cook shack on Ejit.

Family eating its last meal on Ejit.

Elderly Ejit female, allegedly 106 years old, awaits turn to board personnel boat.

Ejit residents in native-built shack, awaiting turn to board personnel boat.

Livestock, crated, being carried to personnel boat at Ejit.

Plutarch F. Sideris, extension agriculturist for the U. S. Trust Territory in the Marshalls, helps Ejit residents load pigs for shipment to Rongelap.

Ejit residents load belongings into personnel boat.

Elderly Ejit resident being assisted on board LCVP.

Loading LCVP at Ejit.

Crated pigs are loaded in LCVP (personnel boat) at Ejit.

Navy personnel boats, loaded with Ejit residents' belongings, start for Uliga, where cargo is loaded on board TLST 618.

Ejit woman delivers her canoe. It, with others, was towed to Uliga and loaded on board LST.

ULIGA GROUP (8 pictures of loading at Uliga of Ejit residents, equipment and belongings)

TLST 618 arriving at Uliga.

TLST 618 mooring at Uliga. Ejit in far background (center).

Loading chicken wire on board LST at Uliga.

LST3 officer helps Marshallese workers string chicken wire to ship's lifelines on board LST. This was done to safeguard small children on main deck.

Sealed casket carrying one of Ejit dead is swung on board TLST 618 at Uliga.

Ejit boy boards LST, carrying belongings in woven mat.

Landing outrigger on board LST.

Belongings of repatriates, stored on forward end of TLST 618's tank deck.
UNDERWAY GROUP (13 pictures taken on board TLST 618 while underway from Ejit to Rongelap).

4339 Overall shot of main deck, TLST 618.
4307 Movie about to start on tank deck of LST.
4318 Same as 4307. (Different angle, to exclude non-Marshallese as much as possible).
4398 Lealtme on board LST.
4337 Same as 4398.
4306 Marshallese girls eating one of meals served in LST.
4316 Everyone was provided a bunk, but not all passengers used them.
4365 Some passengers passed time embroidering.
4321 Lindsay Thompson, chief steward of TLST 618, kept ship open as long as passengers wanted to shop.
4322 Rongelap ladies relax beneath outrigger canoe.
4328 Rongelapese while away time with card game on tank deck of LST.
4313 Harding Fruitt, chief cook of TLST 618, gives cookies to small passengers.
4312 The cookies disappeared rapidly.

MARJALEIN GROUP (7 pictures taken during stopover at Kwajalein to pick up Ebeye residents).

4308 One of school children who were given ride from Ejit to Kwajalein, so they could stay at Ebeye, thanks Harold N. Berg, master of TLST 618.
4342 Ebeye residents on dock await boat from Kwajalein that took them to LST.
4317 Ebeye residents enroute via LCU to Kwajalein, where they boarded LST for Rongelap.
4311 A small child is helped off LCU that took her from Ebeye to Kwajalein.
4321 A last goodbye is waved as TLST 618 moves away from Kwajalein dockside.
4323 Lieutenant-Commander Nicholas A. Mark, USN, Kwajalein project officer for the Rongelap repatriation, distributes toys given the Rongelap children by his son Kevin, age 6.
4325 Their initial shyness past, Rongelap children play with toys given them by Kevin Mark.

ARRIVAL AT RONGELAP (11 pictures of events immediately surrounding the LST's arrival at Rongelap).

4391 Approaching Rongelap via TLST 618.
4381 John Ainslie, Rongelap magistrate, affixed U. S. flag to halyard.
4358 Aerial shot of LST at Rongelap. Most of village is to right, beyond beach.
4302 Marshallese at rail of LST, waiting to go ashore.

4399 AEC bulldozer builds sand causeway to bow doors of LST.

4384 AEC truck leaving LST.

4380 Williett, radio operator and schoolteacher, stands beside welcome sign on Rongelap.

4383 Rongelapese stream ashore from LST at Rongelap.

4396 Marshallese leaving LST.

4327 Elderly Marshallese woman being helped aboard AEC truck for ride to her new home.

4349 Elderly Marshallese male being helped aboard AEC truck for ride to new home.

RONGELAP VILLAGE GROUP (23 pictures taken after repatriates had left LST at Rongelap).

4373 Belongings being picked up at warehouse, to which they had been delivered from LST by AEC truck.

4300 Woman on steps of new Rongelap home.

4299 Dwelling inhabited by Rongelapese before fallout.

4395 Muektio, allegedly 86 years old, beside one of old Rongelap dwellings.

4364 Muektio beside new house.

4376 Contrast between old and new Rongelap dwellings.

4304 Marshallese getting drink of water at new catchment.

4345 One of new homes on Rongelap.

4365 Part of new village.

4333 One of new homes.

4335 Part of 13 acres cleared for agricultural development.

4371 Lunch provided by TLST 618. Rongelapese had not yet time to unpack enough cooking equipment.

4374 Pandanus snack tides over Rongelapese girl while she awaits serving of lunch provided by TLST 618.

4347 Rongelap graveyard.

4326 Rongelap lady walking last few steps to home.

4357 Rongelap tot, her trip over, relaxes.

4334 Children getting drink of water from new catchment.

4309 Children at play on Rongelap beach.

4362 This Rongelap resident just wasn't happy about the whole thing.

4310 Keelal, council member, works on his boat after arrival at Rongelap.

4363 Billiett, radio operator, and his equipment.

4301 Exterior of new church at Rongelap.
4396  Interior of new Rongelap church.

(SUSIE THE SOW) (3 shots).

4356  Eugene Necco, Navy photographer, helps agriculturist Sideris hogtie a sow left on Rongelap in 1954.

4346  Necco (right, in trunks) helping Goro Yoshioka, ABC construction man, chase down Susie the Sow.

4401  Susie the Sow.